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ABSTRACT
In a new simple model I reconcile two contradictory views on the factors that determine
the rate at which molecular clouds form stars – internal structure vs. external, environmental
influences – providing a unified picture for the regulation of star formation in galaxies. In the
presence of external pressure, the pressure gradient set up within a self-gravitating isothermal
cloud leads to a non-uniform density distribution. Thus the local environment of a cloud influ-
ences its internal structure. In the simple equilibrium model, the fraction of gas at high density
in the cloud interior is determined simply by the cloud surface density, which is itself inherited
from the pressure in the immediate surroundings. This idea is tested using measurements of
the properties of local clouds, which are found to show remarkable agreement with the simple
equilibrium model. The model also naturally predicts the star formation relation observed on
cloud scales and, at the same time, provides a mapping between this relation and the closer-to-
linear molecular star formation relation measured on larger scales in galaxies. The key is that
pressure regulates not only the molecular content of the ISM but also the cloud surface density.
I provide a straightforward prescription for the pressure regulation of star formation that can
be directly implemented in numerical models. Predictions for the dense gas fraction and star
formation efficiency measured on large-scales within galaxies are also presented, establishing
the basis for a new picture of star formation regulated by galactic environment.
Subject headings:
1. INTRODUCTION
Our view of the nature of star formation has
undergone a dramatic change in recent years, fol-
lowing ground-breaking observations of the seeds of
star-formation, giant molecular clouds (GMCs), both
within our own galaxy and in the extragalactic con-
text. Surveys of clouds mapped with unprecedented
detail in dust extinction, dust emission and molec-
ular line emission in our own Milky Way have re-
vealed a complex internal cloud structure encompass-
ing clumps and cores within a filamentary web (e.g.
Andre´ et al. 2010; Molinari et al. 2010). These clouds
can be linked directly with infrared catalogs of young-
stellar objects (YSOs) that provide a direct, unbiased
inventory of current star formation (e.g. Evans et al.
2003, 2009 and Dunham et al. 2013; see Lada et al.
2009; Heiderman et al. 2010).
Meanwhile, the first extragalactic observations cov-
ering large areas in nearby galaxies at cloud-scale res-
olution have placed clouds in the context of their
dynamical environment (Rosolowsky & Blitz 2005;
Hughes et al. 2010; Koda et al. 2012; Rebolledo et al.
2012; Donovan Meyer et al. 2013; Schinnerer et al.
2013; Colombo et al. 2014a). These suggest a depar-
ture from the standard view, namely that clouds are
decoupled from their surroundings, and reveal instead
that clouds inherit their properties from their environ-
ment (Hughes et al. 2013b; Colombo et al. 2014a).
Paired with multi-wavelength data sets, these obser-
vations have begun to establish a connection between
gas stability and cloud properties and the global pat-
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tern of star formation in galaxies (Meidt et al. 2013;
Hughes et al. 2013a).
At the intersection of these two lines of investigation
(cloud studies in either the MW or external galaxies),
one recurring question continues to emerge: do clouds
obey the same empirical scaling relation between star
formation rate (SFR) and gas surface density fol-
lowed on large scales in galaxies? The relation – the
Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS; Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt
1989) law – holds over many orders of magnitude in
gas content and has been interpreted as encapsulat-
ing the fundamental process of star formation at the
cloud scale. Evidence at or below the scale of indi-
vidual clouds, however, is more ambiguous as to the
nature and origin of the relation. In external galax-
ies, the KS law appears to break down with increas-
ingly high spatial resolution. Several explanations
have been proposed, including discreteness effects
(Feldmann et al. 2012a), temporal and spatial offsets
between gas and young stars (e.g. Schruba et al.
2010; Kruijssen & Longmore 2014), and dynamical
influences on gas stability (Meidt et al. 2013). Studies
of the local cloud population also even suggest that no
star formation relation exists among individual clouds
(Heiderman et al. 2010; Lada et al. 2013).
Clouds do appear to internally obey the Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation (e.g. Lada et al. 2009), however,
in that star formation is observed to be most di-
rectly associated with gas at the highest densities.
This has been suggested by numerous studies of local
clouds, in which dense gas is traced with a variety
of techniques (Onishi et al. 1998; Enoch et al. 2007;
Johnstone et al. 2004; Andre´ et al. 2010; Li et al.
1997; Lada 1992; Wu et al. 2005; Heiderman et al.
22010). A direct link between dense gas content and
star formation in nearby molecular clouds was estab-
lished by Lada, Lombardi & Alves (2010) who found
a correlation between the number of YSOs and the
dense gas in clouds above an extinction of AK = 0.8,
corresponding to AV=8.
Recently Evans et al. (2014) have confirmed this
picture, showing that the mass of dense gas mea-
sured in local clouds is more closely linked to the
SFR than any other measurable cloud property, in-
cluding surface density over free-fall time or crossing
time. They therefore conclude that there is no fun-
damental, universal relation between ΣSFR and Σgas,
highlighting instead that the SFR per unit dense gas
mass is roughly independent of the cloud dense gas
mass.
A new picture is therefore emerging, wherein
star formation depends only on the internal struc-
ture of the cloud, not on any global cloud prop-
erty. Yet such a conclusion is difficult to rec-
oncile with results on larger scales in external
galaxies, which suggest that the environment in
which a cloud lives determines its properties and
its ability to collapse and form stars (Hughes et al.
2013b; Meidt et al. 2013) and with theories of self-
regulated star formation (Ostriker & Shetty 2011;
Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2011).
This paper aims to unite these two views by exam-
ining what sets the dense gas fraction in clouds. In
section 2 I introduce the model of a pressurized cloud,
which describes how local environment determines the
surface density and initial internal structure of clouds.
The model predicts a link between the dense gas mass
fraction (DGMF) and the cloud surface density (sec-
tion 2.3), which is ideally tested against real clouds,
given two measurements at two different densities per
cloud. Section 3 reexamines the cloud sample studied
by Battisti & Heyer (2014) for consistency with the
model and reveals good agreement with the predicted
trend.
Section 4 explores the implications of the pressur-
ized cloud model, first introducing a new interpre-
tation for the observed cloud-scale relation between
star formation rate and cloud surface density (section
4.1). The new model is considered in relation to local
MW clouds studied in extinction by Heiderman et al.
(2010), which provide compelling evidence in favor of
the influence of pressure as formulated here (section
4.1.1). Then Section 4.2 describes how the pressur-
ized cloud model provides a natural mapping between
the super-linear cloud-scale relation and the extra-
galactic linear star formation relation measured on
large-scales in nearby galaxies. The key is regula-
tion of cloud surface density and molecular content
of the ISM by pressure. Leveraging this idea, section
4.2.2 introduces predictions for trends in the dense
gas fraction and dense gas star formation efficiency
in galaxies, which can be tested with observations of
dense gas tracers accessible, i.e., with ALMA. Sec-
tion 5 brings the paper to a close with a summary of
the key aspects of the model and the results of the
preliminary testing performed here.
2. PRESSURIZED CLOUD MODEL
2.1. The motivation
One of the resounding elements in models of star
formation is that molecular clouds have ‘universal’
properties and exist in a state of virial equilibrium, ac-
cording to the balance observed between their gravi-
tational and turbulent (kinetic) energies and the over-
all agreement of measured cloud properties with stan-
dard scaling relations (i.e. Larson’s laws, which follow
from virialization; Larson 1981, McKee & Zweibel
1992, Heyer et al. 2009, Bolatto et al. 2008 and ref-
erences therein). This idea has met with some skep-
ticism, however, in light of the challenges of deter-
mining properties like mass, radius and velocity dis-
persion with observation (and in simulations), which
makes it difficult to reliably assess the balance of ener-
gies within a cloud. The inferred energy balance also
tends to ignore factors like magnetic fields, surface
terms and projection effects (Ballesteros-Paredes
2006; Dib et al. 2007; Shetty et al. 2010).
At present, a growing number of studies associate
departures from a balance between cloud kinetic and
gravitational potential energies with the presence of
external pressure (Keto & Meyers 1986; Elmegreen
1989; Bertoldi & McKee 1992; Heyer & Brunt 2004;
Lada et al. 2008; Field et al. 2011; Colombo et al.
2014a) or with a genuine departure from equilib-
rium as might be characteristic of dynamically evolv-
ing structures (e.g. Dobbs et al. 2009). The idea
that clouds experience a non-negligible external pres-
sure would offer a compelling explanation for the ob-
served variation in cloud properties with dynamical
environment (arm vs. interarm) recently observed in
the grand-design spiral galaxy M51 (Colombo et al.
2014a), and from the Galactic center to the disk
(Sanders, Scoville & Solomon 1985), as well as from
galaxy to galaxy (Hughes et al. 2013b). In such a
picture, clouds inherit their properties from their en-
vironment given the coupling of clouds to their sur-
roundings via external pressure. This is notably in
contrast to the ‘universal’ cloud picture invoked by
modern theories (Krumholz, McKee & Tumlinson
2009; Ostriker et al. 2010; Ostriker & Shetty 2011).
Support for the idea that clouds are coupled to
their surroundings has been found in a recent test
of the standard ‘universal’ cloud paradigm, in which
Hughes et al. (2013b) show that the ensemble of
clouds in M51, as well as in the lower mass galax-
ies M33 and the LMC (among other galaxies), ex-
hibit a near balance between internal and external
pressure. The external pressure Pext on clouds is
measured via hydrostatic equilibrium, including the
weight of the stars and gas, and the internal, kinetic
pressure is measured as Pint = ρσ
2, where ρ is the
volume density of the (spherical) cloud and σ is the
measured velocity dispersion. This similarity in pres-
sures is in contrast to earlier considerations (e.g. Blitz
1993), which take the large density contrast between
clouds and the surrounding gas disk as evidence that
they are decoupled from their environment. However,
this argument overlooks the contribution of the stel-
lar disk to the hydrostatic mid-plane pressure, which
Hughes et al. (2013b) find is responsible for equal, if
not more, external pressure on clouds in the disks
3of normal star-forming galaxies than exerted by the
neutral ISM alone. It also ignores a component of
the molecular medium outside clouds traced by dif-
fuse CO emission, and which appears to reside in a
puffy, vertically extended disk, as observed in M51
(Pety et al. 2013) and inferred in several more nearby
galaxies (Caldu-Primo et al. 2014a).
Although the detailed balance between internal and
external pressures likely varies from galaxy to galaxy
(depending on the properties of the clouds and the
gaseous and stellar disks), even in normal galaxies it
thus appears that clouds may not be quite so strongly
decoupled from their surroundings as once thought.
This can explain why, unlike the clouds analyzed by
Bolatto et al. (2008) that seem to support the ‘uni-
versal’ cloud picture, clouds from across a greater di-
versity of environments fail to exhibit the expected
‘universal’ cloud properties and constant surface den-
sity, in particular (Hughes et al. 2013b).
2.2. The basic picture
In light of this evidence, this paper considers a
model in which all clouds (even in the disks of nearby
galaxies, not just in the case of gas-rich starbursts)
are pressurized at their surface, although not neces-
sarily pressure-confined (i.e. with Pext&Pint). The
equilibrium density distributions in such clouds es-
tablish a link in internal cloud structure over a range
of spatial scales. The goal here is to relate cloud-scale
structure, on the order of tens of parsecs, to the in-
ternal structure down to 0.1-1 pc, within which high
densities corresponding to Av>8 are reached. The
material at these high densities forms the filaments,
clumps and cores observed at even smaller scales
where the majority of young stars are observed (i.e.
Lada, Lombardi & Alves 2010; Evans et al. 2014).
As developed more below, the model consists of
a cloud subject to external pressure under the sim-
plest of assumptions, namely a spherical geometry
and no magnetic pressure. The cloud of mass M is
further assumed to be isothermal with equation of
state P = ρc2s, but an additional non-thermal (tur-
bulent) component that can act to support the cloud
is also allowed so that, more generally P = ρσ2 with
velocity dispersion σ representing an effective sound
speed that includes isotropic turbulent motion. The
additional simplifying assumption that σ is uniform
within the cloud is also made. This assumption is
arguably valid across the scales in the range 1-20 pc
we are considering here (cf. Myers & Gammie 1999;
as discussed in the Appendix and considered in Fig-
ure A2 there) in which resides the bulk of the cloud
mass.2
For this type of cloud, the equation for hydrostatic
equilibrium is
dP
dR
= −ρGM
R2
(1)
where the surface pressure is equal to the external
pressure at the outer cloud boundary. The exter-
nal pressure exerted on this so-called ‘Bonnor-Ebert’
2 As described in what follows, observed density profiles are
consistent with ρ∝ R−n with n .2). Very little mass is situated
at small radii (at the highest densities).
cloud establishes a radial pressure gradient within the
cloud, leading to a non-uniform density distribution
typically parameterized as
ρ =
ρca
2
R2 + a2
(2)
which varies as R−2 at large distances from the char-
acteristic flat core with density ρc and size
a = k
σ√
Gρc
(3)
written in terms of the Jeans length, with velocity
dispersion σ and constant of proportionality k (i.e.
Dapp & Basu 2009).
The resulting equilibrium density profile, described
more in the next section, provides the standard
against which countless observations of MW clouds
have been compared. This profile is notoriously
difficult to distinguish from collapse, however, at
least based on morphology alone. This issue will
be addressed later in § 2.6. Here it should be em-
phasized that, with the benefit of kinematic infor-
mation, R−2 profiles appear to be associated with
quasi-static objects, at least on core scales (see
Keto, Caselli & Rawlings 2015). Indeed, this is more
the type object envisioned here than a strictly static
object in prolonged equilibrium. Such a picture now
regularly emerges from numerical simulations of GMC
formation and evolution and extragalactic molecular
cloud surveys, in which clouds appear to be dynam-
ically evolving structures with short, 20-30 Myr life-
times (see Meidt et al. 2015 and references therein).
These short lifetimes are nevertheless longer than a
few free-fall times or cloud crossing times (2-10 Myr;
e.g. McKee 1999; Evans et al. 2014), suggesting that
a simple equilibrium model can provide a satisfactory
description.
2.3. Equilibrium internal cloud structure
Solutions to eq. (1) relate the density structure of
the cloud to the difference between the external pres-
sure Pe and the pressure at any radius in the cloud
Pc. This section considers both the Bonnor-Ebert
(BE) sphere and the singular isothermal sphere (SIS)
with density distribution ρ ∝ R−2, which is the limit-
ing case of the BE sphere outside its central uniform
density core (hereafter ‘BE core’ to distinguish from
sub-pc pre-stellar cores; Bergin & Tafalla 2007).
Observations of cloud interiors are generally consis-
tent with these equilibrium density distributions, reg-
ularly revealing a clear fall-off toward the cloud edge.
Most typically, features like clumps and cores stud-
ied on small scales within clouds are found to agree
very well with the equilibrium BE, often exhibiting a
central constant density surrounded by an outer R−2
envelope (which presumably extends to larger scales).
But it appears much more rarely that profiles are
constructed extending fully across clouds, presumably
due to a combination of the geometric complexity of
the cloud itself and a lack of column density tracers
with sufficient dynamic range. Thus, internal cloud
structure on scales of tens of pcs is most often as-
sessed through measurements at two locations within
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Fig. 1.— (Left) Internal structure of the SIS (thick black and gray lines) compared to a BE sphere with core radius a (thin black
line). The two SISs are shown normalized to the core radius and surface density of the example BE sphere. The intersection of
each curve with the lowermost, dotted straight line and with the uppermost set of two dashed straight lines illustrate the different
radial depths Rc and Rd reached at the given surface densities Σc and Σd, respectively. Two different Σd probing the BE sphere to
radii Rd=a and Rd=0.3 a are shown. These Σd probe to varying depths in the two SISs (not indicated). (Right) Diagnostic plot
of equilibrium internal structure showing the dense gas mass fraction (DGMF) Md/Mc vs Σc/Σd for the cloud models on the left.
The thick black solid line shows DGMFs in the SIS in black on the left measured at fixed Σc as Σd varies. (This is equivalent to
the DGMF measured at fixed Σd as Σc varies.) The thin black lines trace the DGMFs measured in a set of BE clouds as Σc varies,
where each cloud is probed with a different Σd (to a different depth Rd). The two filled circles illustrate the result of the different
radial depths Rd that can be reached at fixed surface density Σd depending on the surface density of the cloud. They correspond,
in particular, to the intersection of the two SIS clouds with the larger (top-most) Σd in the plot at left. The gray point represents
the more massive SIS (in gray). For these particular measurements, the assumed Σc is the surface density of the cloud at a fixed
outermost radius Rc=20a (i.e. the gray cloud has a higher Σc and global surface density).
the cloud, rather than with a full radial profile. As
considered in what follows, often one of these mea-
surements probes the inner radii hosting the densest
material, above a chosen ’dense gas’ surface density
Σd≈120-200 M⊙pc−2, and the second incorporates a
greater fraction of the cloud material, above a char-
acteristic ’cloud’ surface density Σc≈50-150 M⊙pc−2,
and reaches further out, if not to the cloud boundary.
The two corresponding mass measurements yield a
measure of the dense gas mass fraction (DGMF).
This section aims to develop a consistent basis
for interpreting such measurements of internal cloud
structure. The following examines how the resem-
blance of observed clouds to one or the other case
(BE sphere or SIS) depends on the depth to which a
given cloud is probed.
2.3.1. SIS; large radius/shallow depth
For many observed clouds (particularly massive
ones), which tend to be probed only outside the radii
at which the BE core appears, the power-law density
distribution characteristic of the SIS class of solutions
(the limiting case of the BE sphere) should provide a
sufficiently suitable description.
In general, at large enough radius R in the BE cloud
(outside the BE core), the density and mass within R
are given by
ρ(R) =
k2σ2
G
R−2 (4)
and
M(R) =
4πk2σ2
G
R (5)
where 2πk2=1 in the exact case of the SIS, in the
notation adopted by Dapp & Basu (2009).
We can therefore link the mass in the dense interior
with radius Rd to the mass Mc inside a larger radius
Rc:
Md(Rd)
Mc(Rc)
=
Rd
Rc
=
Σc(Rc)
Σd(Rd)
(6)
using the fact that Σ(R) = σ2/(πGR).
As we can similarly relate the mass Mc inside Rc
to the total mass of the cloud Mtot, the impact of
the presence of external pressure becomes clear: the
mass in gas at high density, above Σd, in the interior
of the cloud is tied to the surface density Σ of the en-
tire cloud itself, which is set by the pressure external
pressure.
Figure 1 shows how the mass in the dense gas Md
measured in an SIS changes as a function of cloud
surface density at fixed Σd (the surface density above
which the ‘dense’ material sits). On the left, a single
Σd can probe to varying depths in two clouds with
the same self-similar density profile but different to-
tal masses within the same radius. (Both clouds here
are assumed to extend out to Rc=20a in the figure.)
Densities above Σ/Σcore = 1 in Figure 1 are reached
at smaller radii in the cloud with lower mass and sur-
face density (marked in black) than in the cloud with
higher mass and surface density (marked in gray).
On the right, two filled circles represent two measure-
ments of the DGMF at fixed Σd, one for each of the
two (black and gray) clouds. Note as well that a set
of measurements of the dense gas fraction in a single
cloud, for which Σd is fixed and Σc is progressively
lowered (so that the Mc increases), will all fall on a
straight line as depicted later in Figure 3.
2.3.2. BE core; intermediate depth
5As clouds are probed to smaller radii, the dense gas
mass may more likely reflect the presence of the BE
core. For cases in which the dense gas Rd is suffi-
ciently deep that it lies within the BE core of radius
a, we write Md ≈ 4πρcoreR3d/3, where ρcore is the
uniform BE core density. Additionally, we let Mc
reflect the asymptotic mass of the cored, truncated
density profile adopted by Dapp & Basu (2009), for
which k2=ρcorea
2G/σ2, i.e. Mc=4πρcorea
2Rc. To-
gether these yield
Md(Rd)
Mc(Rc)
≈ 1
3
Rd
Rc
(
Rd
a
)2
=
1
3
Σc(Rc)
Σd(Rd)
(
Rd
a
)4
(7)
At radii well inside the BE core, the ratio of the
dense gas mass within Rd to the total cloud mass
within Rc is more sensitive to the ratio Rd/a than to
Σc. As Rd approaches a, the DGMF Md/Mc is one-
third of its purely SIS value at fixed Σc and Σd. In
the limit of Rd increasing beyond a, though, note that
we return again to the scenario described by eq. (6).
Figure 1 illustrates the range in Md measured in a
BE sphere of core radius a (with mass Mc and sur-
face density Σc inside a radius Rc) as Σd varies. As
Σd increases and Rd/a decreases, the linear relation
shifts further below the SIS relation, to lowerMd/Mc.
An equivalent vertical offset (reduced Md/Mc) is in-
troduced when Σd is held fixed in a set of BE clouds
with varying core sizes a. Clouds with broad cores
will contain a lower fraction of dense gas than their
narrow-cored counterparts, which approach the SIS.
2.3.3. Additional (non-equilibrium) structure
The structure of clouds at the highest densities,
where clumps and cores are observed, is most cer-
tainly more complex than parameterized by either the
idealized SIS or BE sphere.
point-like masses; innermost radii
The very interiors of clouds may be characterized by
structures that arise with departures from equilibrium
(collapse) on the smallest scales. These features may
be present in all clouds, but their contribution to Md
can become non-negligible when Σd probes the in-
ner depths, such as in clouds with especially narrow
BE cores. At such small radii, observations are more
likely to reveal these features in the cloud structure.
In these cases, the dense gas mass will exceed that
expected for the SIS as explored more in the next
section.
uniform/shallow density profiles
Some clouds may also resemble uniform density struc-
tures, either because they are genuinely out of hydro-
static equilibrium or because measurements are con-
fined to within or very near the BE core. When Σc
itself approaches the BE core (or, conversely, when
the core is very broad), the dense gas mass fraction
behaves nearly independently of Σc, as it would in a
uniform-density cloud.
The shallow r−3/2 profile characteristic of Lin-Shu
collapse (see § 2.6) from a state of hydrostatic equi-
librium likewise leads to rapid changes in Md/Mc. In
general, at any radius from within a shallow density
distribution ρ ∝ R−n with n>1
Md(Rd)
Mc(Rc)
∝
(
Σc(Rc)
Σd(Rd)
) 3−n
n−1
(8)
Thus inside the r−3/2 core of a collapsed cloud
Md(Rd)/Mc(Rc) ∝ Σ3c . Note, though, that beyond
the collapse radius of such a cloud the profile is ex-
pected to be described by an R−2 tail. Therefore
when Rc probes out in the tail while Rd falls within
the r−3/2 collapsed core of radius a then
Md(Rd)
Mc(Rc)
∝ 2
3
(
Rd
a
)2(
Σc(Rc)
Σd(Rd)
)
(9)
using that Rc = Σd/Σc(Rda)
1/2 as can be derived by
requiring that the inner and outer densities match at
radius a.
Note that the dependence on Σc in eq. (9) is al-
most indistinguishable from that of a Bonnor-Ebert
sphere. § 2.6 later discusses distinguishing between
equilibrium and collapse.
2.4. Relation to average cloud surface density
Given the inexact nature of the cloud boundary in-
ferred through observation, the direct connection be-
tween the dense mass and total mass is more challeng-
ing than linking the dense mass to the mass inside an
arbitrary boundary, defined either as an empirically-
chosen threshold Σc or Rc, as written in eq. 6. More
typically, the cloud surface density is estimated from
the measured cloud mass and size, i.e
Σc =
Mc
πR2c
, (10)
using techniques that decompose the emission from
a particular molecular tracer in position-position-
velocity space (i.e. CPROPS; Rosolowsky & Leroy
2006) into individual cloud entities. Since the mean
surface density inside Rc is Σc=2Σc(Rc) for the SIS
cloud (and in the limit of large R generally for the BE
sphere), we write eq. (6) as
Md
Mc
=
Σc
2Σd
(11)
with the radial dependence of all quantities implicit.
To evaluate eq. (11), the only requirement is that
the cloud mass Mc must relate to the surface density
Σc self-consistently; neither is required to represent a
total quantity, even if the manner in which they are
measured is for this purpose (i.e. via extrapolation
below the initial detection threshold).
The dense gas mass Md in eq. (11) must rep-
resent all mass above the threshold surface density
Σd, such as typically inferred from observations of
dust in extinction or emission (e.g. Heiderman et al.
2010; Battisti & Heyer 2014). When the dense gas is
traced via molecular line emission so that the mea-
sured dense gas mass and surface density are related
as expressed by eq. (10), then eq. (11) loses the factor
of 2 and Md/Mc=Σc/Σd in a SIS.
2.5. Predicted trends within cloud populations
6According to the previous section, populations of
clouds with a spread in mass and surface density will
exhibit a range of DGMFs simply due to the varying
depths to which the clouds are probed, which impacts
the resemblance to one or the other case described
there. Figure 1 already showed for the example of a
SIS that a single Σd can probe to varying depths in
clouds with different Σc.
Figure 2 explores how the features in a more gen-
eral (non-SIS) model for internal cloud structure lead
to variations in the dense gas mass fraction when Σd
and Σc each probe to varying depth. We consider a
population of BE-like clouds in which the shape of
the density profile is held fixed but scales up or down
according to the cloud’s total mass. Thus the BE
core radius, which ranges from 1-5 pc in the popula-
tion, increases together with cloud mass, which spans
103.5 to 105.5 M⊙. In this model, clouds with different
masses can have the same Σc, depending on the ’pro-
nouncedness’ of the BE core in their density profile.
Additionally, each cloud contains a central uniform
sphere of mass 10 M⊙ inside a fixed radius ap=0.1 pc
in the flattened BE core, which represents a collapsed
(prestellar) core.
Figure 2 exhibits several features which should be
characteristic of cloud populations in general. First,
in the most massive clouds both Σd and Σc probe the
SIS power-law tail, but as the cloud mass decreases,
Σd begins to fall within the core. In this case clouds
are in the ‘intermediate depth’ regime and fall below
the SIS line. Second, when Σc is high enough, a subset
of clouds are in the ‘uniform density’ regime and Rc
itself falls near or within the core, i.e Σc≈Σcore. At
fixed mass, the relation between Md/Mc and Σc thus
steepens, as described in § 2.3.3. Third, especially in
low mass clouds (here, those with M.104M⊙), Σd
can reach deep enough that Md begins to reflect the
presence of the central point mass, thus raising the
dense gas mass fraction above the level expected for
the equilibrium SIS.
Another notable feature of Figure 2 is the charac-
teristic deficit of clouds with high surface density and
low dense gas mass fraction, giving the impression of
an upward trend. Thus, overall, the cloud population
can be well-described simply by the SIS, with scat-
ter that reflects real departures from the idealized,
equilibrium density profile.
In similar populations, clouds with relatively low
Md/Mc at fixed Σc may indicate that the persistence
of the power-law in to the region of high density may
not be the most realistic, i.e. if the density profile
has already developed a core at the threshold den-
sity Σd. Clouds with relatively high Md/Mc that
fill in the region of parameter space sitting above
the SIS relation (i.e. with low masses and low sur-
face densities) meanwhile likely indicate that central
structures not associated with equilibrium are be-
ing probed. Extragalactic cloud surveys will contain
fewer of these low mass clouds than observable in
the MW (with masses M.104M⊙, given the surface
brightness limits and resolutions achieved by mod-
ern facilities; e.g. Bolatto et al. 2008, Hughes et al.
2013b). Thus a much narrower spread around the
SIS prediction should be expected to be observed in
nearby galaxies.
2.6. Distinction from collapse
The pressurized cloud model relates the dense gas
mass contained within clouds to the internal den-
sity structure that emerges specifically under hydro-
static equilibrium. Observations in agreement with
the model therefore arguably supply evidence for the
role of external pressure. But as noted previously, the
increasing densities that emerge toward the center of
a collapsing spherical cloud resemble the hydrostatic
equilibrium profile, making these two scenarios diffi-
cult to distinguish based on morphology alone.
The collapse process has been studied in a vari-
ety of ways, both with analytical similarity solutions
and numerically, and starting from a variety of initial
and boundary conditions (e.g., Larson 1969; Penston
1969a; Penston 1969b; Shu 1977; Foster & Chevalier
1993; Hennebelle et al. 2003). The range of possible
outcomes are thought to be bounded by two limit-
ing scenarios (Hunter 1977). Larson-Penston collapse
begins at initially uniform density and develops a BE-
like structure with the same asymptotic scaling as the
SIS, but with 4.4 times larger density. As in the case
of the free-fall collapse of a unifom density sphere, the
outer regions fall in faster than the inner regions so
that all infalling shells reach the center at the same
time.
The ”inside-out” collapse solution, which was de-
veloped by Shu (1977) to have more realistic initial
conditions, begins in the equilibrium state described
by the SIS and generates an r−3/2 density profile fol-
lowed by an r−2 tail. Like Larson-Penston collapse,
the inside-out solution is virtually indistinguishable
from hydrostatic equilibrium without additional kine-
matic information. But unlike Larson-Penston col-
lapse it is arguably still consistent with the pressur-
ized cloud model, as clouds begin in equilibrium.
Larson-Penston collapse, on the other hand, seems
unlikely simply due to the large infall velocities (-
3.3 times the isothermal sound speed) at large radii.
As a result of such fast infall, the density, velocity,
and mass accretion rate are larger in the LP solution
than in the Shu solution at similar locations within
the cloud. While collapse of this kind may be de-
scriptive on the scales of clumps and cores (but cf.
Keto, Caselli & Rawlings 2015), it seems inconsistent
with observations on cloud scales. Indeed, the col-
lapse of entire clouds would seem inconsistent with
the relative inefficiency of star formation, as first ar-
gued by Zuckerman & Evans 1974; if all clouds are
presently undergoing collapse, observed star forma-
tion rates in the MW should be much higher.
Thus observed supersonic line widths in molecular
clouds are interpreted here as arising with turbulent
motions that support clouds, rather than to large-
scale infall (Zuckerman & Evans 1974), and thus to
the idea that clouds are in rough hydrostatic equi-
librium. The model does allow for collapse on small
scales (see § 2.3.3), i.e. within the densest cloud inte-
riors, such as may be characteristic of the formation
of clumps and cores. But this is expected to be char-
acteristic at radii typically well inside those probed
by the threshold Σd.
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Fig. 2.— Plot of log (Md/Mc) vs. log Σc for a model cloud population with varying surface density (and total mass and size), in
which the dense gas mass is measured above a fixed Σd=200 M⊙pc
−2. The size of the point increases with the cloud mass Mc. The
black line depicts the model relation Md/Mc=(Σc/Σd) corresponding to the asymptotic SIS (far outside an interior BE core), while
the gray line shows the expected relation when Σd lies just at the BE core edge, Md/Mc=(Σc/3Σd). Both cases adopt Σd=200
M⊙pc−2.
2.6.1. Relation to the turbulent picture
The model developed in this paper is not unlike
most studies of internal cloud structure and collapse
in which it is common to assume static initial con-
figurations with either uniform density or BE hy-
drostatic equilibrium profiles (e.g. as reviewed by
Gammie et al. 2003, Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007,
Keto, Caselli & Rawlings 2015). But as molecular
clouds and the cores within them are thought to
be supersonically turbulent (given their supersonic
linewidths; Zuckerman & Palmer 1974), it has been
suggested that they are the product of turbulent den-
sity fluctuations or supersonic compressions within
their environments (e.g. Ballesteros-Paredes et al.
1999). In such a scenario it seems unclear whether
hydrostatic equilibrium is applicable or how, in such
turbulent conditions, such clouds might develop.
Arguably, however, the build-up of high densities
and the development of structure within the ISM as
described by turbulence is not necessarily exclusive
of the concept of local pressure equilibrium. Clouds
created by turbulent compression that are at least ini-
tially confined by the ambient non-thermal pressure
in the ISM may very well resemble marginally stable
BE spheres or SISs (with the boundary pressure set by
the ambient turbulent pressure; Larson 2003). (The
same would apply at smaller scales, to star-forming
cores within clouds, which would be pressurized by
the ambient non-thermal pressure within the cloud
itself.)
The idea proposed here that environment deter-
mines the cloud dense gas mass fraction is thus com-
plimentary to the studies of Kainulainen et al. (2009),
Kainulainen & Tan (2013) and Kainulainen et al.
(2013), in which turbulent driving is thought to be
responsible for the accumulation of mass at high den-
sities in clouds through compression. In both cases,
the exterior of the cloud is critical for establishing
internal cloud structure. Our picture would apply a
pressure-based description to the structure developed
at the compression.
The relevance of a micro-turbulent framework could
be tested by probing the role of external pressure in
setting the cloud gas surface density, as suggested as
well in § 4.2.3. Again, though, it should be noted
that the clouds in M51 indirectly support such a pic-
ture, in that clouds appear to inherit their proper-
ties from their environment (Colombo et al. 2014a;
Hughes et al. 2013b).
3. COMPARISON TO OBSERVED INTERNAL CLOUD
STRUCTURE
According to the previous section, the pressure ex-
erted from exterior to the clouds sets up a pressure
gradient within the cloud, thus introducing a strong
density contrast from the inside to the edge3 of the
cloud. This section examines the clouds studied by
Battisti & Heyer (2014; hereafter BH14) for consis-
tency with this simplified model.
3.1. Notes on the BH14 cloud sample
BH14 use a unique combination of tracers and tech-
niques to measure the dense gas fraction in a sam-
ple of over 400 clouds in the Bolocam Galactic Plane
Survey (BGPS; Aguirre et al. 2011). They estimate
the bulk mass of each cloud following its identifica-
tion in 13CO J = 1 - 0 emission with the CPROPS
(Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006) cloud decomposition al-
gorithm (see BH14 for details). This mass, together
with the extrapolated cloud size, defines the surface
3 Here ‘edge’ refers to the radius at which the cloud’s internal
and external pressures are equal.
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Fig. 3.— Plot of log (Md/Mc) vs. log Σc for the subsample of 141 clouds selected from the BH14 sample, with S/N>2 and
containing a single BGPS source. Measurements of Md for all of these clouds are made above a fixed Σd=200 M⊙pc
−2. The sizes
of the solid black points increase with the cloud mass Mc in the range 103.2<Mc/M⊙<105.8. Open circles mark clouds with large
angular sizes >490”, in which there is the greatest potential for underestimation in the measured Md due to median-filtering of
the 1.1 mm dust emission tracing the dense gas. A representative error bar reflecting the measurement uncertainties tabulated
by BH14 is shown in the bottom right corner. The black line depicts the model relation Md/Mc=(Σc/Σd) corresponding to the
asymptotic SIS (far outside an interior BE core), while the gray line shows the expected relation when Σd lies just at the BE core
edge, Md/Mc=(Σc/3Σd). Both cases adopt Σd=200 M⊙pc
−2. The dashed line shows the best-fit relation Md/Mc=(Σc/Σd) with
Σd free. The black arrow in the bottom right corner represents a factor of two increase in cloud mass.
density as expressed here in eq. 10. The dense gas
mass estimated by BH14 and used here is defined by
the mass in confined4 FIR BGPS sources above a fixed
1.1mm surface brightness. This corresponds to a uni-
form column density threshold assuming a fixed dust-
to-gas ratio, dust temperature and emissivity. This
threshold is what is called Σd above and is therefore
the same for all clouds in the sample. BH14 estimate
this threshold to be Σd=200 M⊙pc
−2. According to
BH14, dust sources tracing cloud cores and clumps
are marginally to well-resolved by the 33” Bolocam
resolution, which corresponds to a physical scale be-
tween 0.3 and 2 pc at the distances of the sources (see
Fig. A1).
The combination of techniques used by BH14 is key
to the size and spatial coverage of the sample, which
spans a larger dynamic range in cloud surface den-
sity and probes a wider range in environment (ex-
ternal pressure) than typical of smaller samples di-
rected within the Solar neighborhood. The use of
CO as cloud tracer allows a more complete inventory
than possible, e.g., tracing clouds via dust extinction
(which is limited to only on relatively nearby clouds).
4 The dust sources, which are required to coincide with spec-
troscopic detections of surveyed dense gas tracers, are matched
to CO emitting objects along the line-of-sight kinematically
(see BH14 for details). To assign the kinematic distance of each
CO emitting object, and disambiguate between its location on
the near or far side of the galaxy, BH14 use a combination of
HI absorption along the line of sight and expectations for a
well-defined size-linewidth relation amongst clouds.
But a comparative disadvantage is that the dense gas
mass fraction for a given cloud is based on hetero-
geneous mass estimates, whereas dust extinction can
probe column densities and masses from throughout a
cloud. Additional inhomegeneity from cloud to cloud
can be introduced given the uncertainties associated
with converting a uniform FIR flux into a uniform
gas surface density Σd, which can be sensitive to the
assumed dust temperature (and emissivity).
According to BH14 (and as discussed further in the
Appendix), we expect systematic uncertainties on the
dense gas mass to be no larger than a factor of 2
(BH14). (BH14 estimate random measurement errors
on the order of 20%; see representative error bar here
in Figure 3.) The ‘bulk’ cloud masses and surface den-
sities from CO are similarly good to within a factor
of 2. These uncertainties should not obscure trends
exhibited by the ensemble of BH14 clouds, given the
large (one order of magnitude) dynamic range in Σc
within the sample.
Like BH14, only clouds for which the cloud massMc
exceeds twice the random measurement uncertainty
(S/N>2) are considered here. The present study is
also limited to only those clouds that contain a single
BGPS source. Multiple FIR sources interior to a sin-
gle CO-emitting object (or possibly multiple sources
along the line of sight) represents a more complex,
multiple cloud structure than the nominal configura-
tion elected for testing here, namely a centralized re-
gion of high density inside a single cloud. Perhaps
9more relevantly, the 68% of the sample that con-
tains multiple sources are consistently objects with
the largest angular sizes and masses, as discussed in
the Appendix (see Figure A1). As noted by BH14,
median filtering to subtract the FIR background at
1.1 mm can preferentially remove real extended low-
level emission from the dust in such large sources.
Aguirre et al. (2011) estimate that flux recovery can
be quite low with this procedure, less than 20% for
sources with sizes θFWHM>350”. (Indeed, dense gas
mass fractions in these large objects with multiple
FIR sources are found to be consistently lower (by a
factor of ∼3) than in smaller clouds.) By removing
these objects from the sample, we should be left with
clouds in which the filtering has less impact and at
least more uniformly affects the inferred dust mass
distribution from cloud to cloud. The impact of me-
dian filtering on the dense gas mass fractions mea-
sured in the remaining clouds is discussed in the Ap-
pendix.
3.2. Trends in the dense gas mass fraction
Figure 3 shows the dense gas fraction plotted
against the cloud surface density for the sub-sample
of 141 clouds selected in the previous section on a log-
log scale. The ensemble of clouds tends to trace an
increase in Md/Mc with increasing Σc, though with
some scatter, especially at low cloud surface densi-
ties. At high surface densities, Figure 3 clearly dis-
plays a notable lack of clouds with low dense gas mass
fractions. This region of parameter space is under-
populated even considering the entire BH14 sample
of clouds.
According to eq. (11), clouds resembling the SIS
should trace out a linear relation in Figure 3 with
a well-defined intercept of -log 2Σd, given that the
threshold Σd is expected to be the same for all clouds.
The best-fit linear relation to the points in Figure
3 suggest Σd=400 M⊙pc
−2, only a factor of 2 from
the value Σd=200 M⊙pc
−2 we can expect to retrieve,
which could itself admit a factor of 2 uncertainty
(BH14).
On the other hand, eq. (11) is expected to apply
only as long as clouds are sampled well outside any
BE core that may exist. Genuine departures from a
single linear relation are expected to arise given devi-
ation from the self-similar SIS power-law regime, as
described in the previous section. Thus, the relatively
low fitted intercept could also imply that, through-
out much of the sample, Σd probes sufficiently deep
within the cloud that the dense gas mass lies primarily
within the constant density core. (This would reduce
the DGMF relative to the SIS case.) In the event that
the Σd threshold occurs exactly at the outer edge of
the BE core (so that Rd=a), then eq. (7) with Σc=2Σ
implies that the intercept would be reduced by 0.48
dex from the asymptotic SIS case, to -log 6Σd. Eq.
(7) thus might also imply that Rd∼1.1a on average in
the sample, based on the best-fit intercept.
As outlined in the previous section and parameter-
ized in the model, ambiguity in the actual shape of
the density profile, and how far into (or beyond) the
BE core the dense gas probes produces scatter in Fig-
ure 3. This can explain the presence of objects in the
region of parameter space that lies above the SIS line
in Fig. 3 even with a stricter S/N criterion. Accord-
ing to our simple model, clouds that lie significantly
above the SIS line in Figures 2 and 3, particularly at
low Σc, can be expected when, as here, they are pref-
erentially low-mass. In this case, Σd can reach very
deep within the cloud. When Σd probes very small
radii, the dense gas mass is more likely dominated
by small-scale structure that could be related to col-
lapsed (or collapsing) objects, i.e. clumps and cores,
or to fragmentation and the growth of instabilities in
the constant density core. Such structure could be
present in all clouds, but not contribute significantly
in high mass objects.
The above explanation for the enhanced DGMFs
observed is by no means unique. But attributing them
to the global collapse of clouds, which could, e.g.,
lead to continued build-up of centrally high densities,
seems less compelling here: there is no immediately
obvious reason why global collapse should be favored
in low mass clouds any more than in their high-mass
counterparts, as would be required to explain Figure
3. This would favor the interpretation suggested in §
2.3, in which DGMFs that are enhanced (relative to
the SIS case) are not the result of the global collapse
of the cloud but rather stem from local collapse, on
small, core/clump scales.
Overall, the agreement between the internal struc-
ture of BH14 clouds and the model prediction in Fig-
ure 2 presents compelling evidence that clouds are in
rough hydrostatic equilibrium in the presence of an
external pressure. The consistency with the SIS is
quite strong (a linear relation between dense gas frac-
tion and Σc is not ruled out by the data) and the lack
of clouds with low Md in the bottom right corner of
the plot, in particular, would seem to strongly imply
that the internal structure of clouds is being regulated
in the manner proposed in § 2.
3.2.1. Other sources of scatter
By comparison with Figure 2, we can attribute most
of the scatter about the predicted linear relation be-
tween Md/Mc and Σc to variation in the dominant
shape of the density profile within the Σd threshold,
from cored (BE) to strictly power-law (SIS). But there
are other sources of scatter, part of which can be asso-
ciated with observational uncertainties and part that
may track real departures from our simple model, as
discussed in the Appendix.
It should be emphasized, however, that observa-
tional uncertainties are not driving the trend (even
if they may contribute to the scatter). Uncertainties
on Md and Mc for this sample are estimated to be
at maximum a factor of 2, or about 0.3 dex, whereas
the linear trend can be traced over a full 1 dex in Σc
and almost 1.5 dex in Md/Mc. Note as well that the
shared dependence of Σc and Md/Mc on Mc, which
could lead to correlated uncertainties, would intro-
duce a trend in the opposite sense of the overall trend
exhibited in Figure 3, as shown by the black vector.
In addition, DGMFs in the clouds that sit above
the SIS lie (which appear to contain almost as much
dense gas as the mass in the rest of the cloud), may
be lower, e.g. if the cloud edge extends beyond the
10
Rc measured from
13CO emission. Again, this does
not invalidate eq. (11), which applies among clouds
of various sizes (and surface densities) as long as Σd
is fixed, as well as within a given cloud, at different
Σc (see Section 2.3).
3.2.2. Relation to other work
Battisti & Heyer (2014) argue from these data that
there is no dependence of dense gas mass fraction
on cloud mass or surface density. However, this
was based on the consideration of all 438 catalogued
clouds with matched BGPS sources, including those
with multiple sources and large angular areas that sig-
nificantly increase the scatter in the parameter space
(see Appendix). For many of these, the DGMF is
likely significantly underestimated. As a result, not
only is the trend with Σc found here (irregardless
of interpretation) missed, but the sub-population of
clouds with very high dense gas fractions (only 53 out
of 438 above the SIS line) tend to be de-emphasized.
The present study therefore does not strongly sup-
port the conclusion of Battisti & Heyer (2014) that
the low dense gas fractions exhibited by MW clouds
explains the low observed star formation efficiency
in the MW and other galaxies. In this picture,
clouds convert only a small fraction of their mass in
to stars per free-fall time. But very clearly, some
clouds have very high dense gas fractions, imply-
ing high conversion efficiency. Instead, the alter-
native explanation for low global SFEs seems fa-
vorable, in which some clouds in a given popula-
tion are not actively star-forming, while others can
be as highly efficient as often found in simulations
(e.g. Bonnell et al. 2003; Klessen & Burkert 2000;
Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2003). Such a picture is sup-
ported by galaxy-scale models of GMC formation and
evolution (i.e. Dobbs & Pringle 2013) and measure-
ments of short GMC lifetimes in nearby galaxies (e.g.
Blitz 1993; Kawamura et al. 2009; Meidt et al. 2015),
which imply that clouds are dynamically evolving
structures.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR STAR FORMATION
RELATIONS
4.1. Cloud-scale star formation
In the pressurized cloud model, the cloud’s sur-
roundings establishes its internal structure and the
dense gas fraction is set by the cloud surface density.
According to several observational studies, the rate
at which a cloud forms stars is most closely related
to the mass of dense gas within it (Johnstone et al.
2004; Andre´ et al. 2010; Li et al. 1997; Lada 1992;
Wu et al. 2005; Heiderman et al. 2010; BH14). Thus,
in this light, the cloud environment is arguably the
basis that determines the rate at which a cloud forms
stars.
This framework has direct implications for the
observed relation between gas and star formation.
Specifically, if the mass in dense gas drives star for-
mation, then there should be a connection between
star formation and cloud surface density. Allowing
that the SFR M˙⋆=ǫMd with efficiency ǫ and, from
eq. (11),
Md =
McΣc
Σd
(12)
then the star formation rate per unit cloud area
M˙⋆/πR
2
c (the star formation rate surface density)
ΣSFR = ǫ
Σ
2
c
2Σd
(13)
where Σd here is the surface density above which
the (dense) cloud material is star forming. Here,
as in the Ostriker & Shetty (2011) picture, pres-
sure equilibrium-regulated star formation leads to a
quadratic dependence of the star formation rate on
the gas surface density.
Note that, as thoroughly discussed in § 2.3, real
clouds in equilibrium may show departures from this
simplified relation, i.e. when observations reveal more
complex internal structure than parameterized by the
SIS as assumed. This should be most common for
the dense star-forming material in low mass clouds
when, as inferred for such clouds in the BH14 cloud
sample, the dense gas threshold Σd probes far in to
the BE core. Eq. (13) should be largely applicable at
higher cloud masses, and in the extragalactic context,
where observations are dominated by more massive,
high surface density clouds in the population.
In general, as long as the properties of the star-
forming material (mass, star formation rate) within
all clouds observed in a given population are uni-
formly measured above a fixed Σd (the same from
cloud to cloud), the population should trace out the
super-linear relation between ΣSFR and Σc in eq.
(13). Such a relation might also be expected to ap-
ply universally if, as has been suggested, there is a
universal column density threshold for star formation
(i.e. Lada, Lombardi & Alves 2010; Heiderman et al.
2010; Evans et al. 2014; Clark & Glover 2014). In
this case, star formation would only ever occur uni-
formly above a fixed Σd.
4.1.1. a test with local clouds
We can check for consistency with this prediction
in the small sample of 20 Solar Neighborhood clouds
mapped in dust extinction with a combination of
2MASS NIR and Spitzer mid-IR data, for which es-
timates of the star formation rate in the dense gas
are available, as compiled by Evans et al. (2014) and
earlier Heiderman et al. (2010). These clouds do not
span nearly the range in Σc as the BH14 sample,
but Heiderman et al. (2010) have assembled measure-
ments at multiple locations within each cloud, in con-
tour levels of extinction ranging from Av=2 (typi-
cally the lowest level) to Av ≈40. Thus for each
cloud multiple measurements of the DGMF can be
examined for consistency with the model. Within ev-
ery contour a star formation rate is estimated from
YSO counts and the gas mass is measured through-
out the same area assuming a standard conversion
from dust extinction to hydrogen column density (see
Heiderman et al. (2010) for details).
The left panel of Figure 4 shows the measured dense
gas mass fraction vs. Σc/Σd for this sample of clouds,
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Fig. 4.— (Left) Plot of log (Md/Mc) vs. log Σc/Σd within 20 Solar neighborhood clouds studied by Heiderman et al. (2010)
and Evans et al. (2014). The black solid points show dense gas measurements from Evans et al. (2014) for all 20 clouds extracted
above a fixed dust extinction threshold Av=8 corresponding to Σd=120 M⊙ pc
−2 (see text). Open symbols show measurements
extracted from within the clouds, at multiple Σd defined by contours of dust extinction typically ranging from Av=8 to Av=20
(Heiderman et al. 2010). A single value for Σc is taken from the lowest tabulated contour level in each cloud. Between 3 and
6 contour levels are defined per cloud (as tabulated by Heiderman et al. (2010)al), thus a single cloud contributes multiple data
points in the plot. A representative error bar for the black symbols (defined by taking the average of the uncertainties in the
measurements from throughout clouds reported by Heiderman et al. 2010) is shown in the bottom right corner. The two lines show
the model relation for an SIS (top) and the prediction for a BE sphere probed to depth R = 0.6a repeated from Figure 2 (bottom).
(Right) Plot of log (ΣSFR) vs. Σc for the same 20 nearby clouds shown at left. Black closed symbols show measurements from all
clouds made with a fixed Σd=120 M⊙ pc
−2. A representative error bar for the black symbols (defined by taking the average of the
uncertainties in the measurements from throughout clouds reported by Heiderman et al. 2010) is shown in the bottom right corner.
Open symbols show measurements probing throughout the clouds, letting each extinction contour reported by Heiderman et al.
(2010) supply a measure of Σc and using the highest probed contour level to define a single Σd, SFR and dense gas mass per cloud.
Σd varies from cloud to cloud, as represented by the gray-scale of the points, which ranges from Σd ≈100 (black) to 500 (light gray).
The two lines show the best-fit relation ΣSFR=ǫΣ
2
c/Σd, with Σd free, determined by fitting only to the solid symbols (solid black)
or only to the open symbols (dashed).
confirming overall very good agreement with the pre-
diction from our simple hydrostatic model in Figure
2. In this plot, Σc and Mc are defined by the outer-
most (lowest) contour in each cloud. (Note that this
mass need not represent the total cloud mass, which
is likely much greater given that the cloud bound-
ary may extend to column densities well below Av=2;
Evans et al. 2014.) All other contours tabulated by
Heiderman et al. (2010) supply measures of the the
dense gas Md and Σd. For the black points (based on
measurements from Evans et al. 2014), this contour
is uniformly set to Av=8 for all clouds.
Clouds also exhibit very good agreement with the
predicted star formation relation in eq. (13) as shown
in the right panel of Figure 4. Two different types of
measurements are shown there. The first case (black
symbols) takes measurements (presented without un-
certainties) from Evans et al. (2014) for the star for-
mation rate (and dense gas mass) measured above
a fixed Av=8, corresponding to Σd=120 M⊙ pc
−2.
The cloud area and Σc are defined at a lower contour,
typically Av=2. In the second case (open, gray-scale
symbols), each contour defined by Heiderman et al.
(2010) within a given cloud supplies a unique measure
of Σc (and Mc) and Σd is defined only in the high-
est contour level, which varies from cloud to cloud.
The star formation rate within this uppermost, ”high-
est density” contour supplies an estimate of the star
formation rate surface density ΣSFR associated with
each Σc, after dividing by the cloud area associated
with Σc.
On their own, the black symbols populate only a
very narrow region in parameter space (and a limited
range in Σc), suggesting that the star formation rate
surface densities of clouds are only weakly, if at all, re-
lated to their gas surface densities, as previously high-
lighted by Heiderman et al. (2010). However, taken
together with the other measurements (open sym-
bols), these clouds do seem to be well-described by the
model relation (with power-law index N=2, shown
in black). By populating a larger area of parameter
space, all measurements together also clearly exhibit
scatter about the best-fit power-law relation, which is
to be expected, given that they span a range in Σd.
Cases in which Σd is relatively high (light gray) tend
to fall below the line, consistent with the smaller in-
tercept implied by eq. (13), whereas measurements
with smaller Σd (black and dark gray) sit above their
counterparts.
Further validation of the model is apparent in con-
sideration of only those measurements for which Σd is
uniform and set to 120M⊙pc
−2 (black symbols). The
best-fit intercept in this case, which provides a mea-
sure of log (ǫ/2Σd) (see eq. [13]), remarkably yields
Σd=100±20 M⊙pc−2 adopting the efficiency mea-
sured by Evans et al. (2014) log ǫ=-1.61±0.23. With
the intercept fixed to log (ǫ/2Σd) = −4, the best-fit
slope is exactly N=2.
With so few clouds, the best-fitting line with slope
fixed to N=1 (not shown) also provides an equally
good description of the data, but now the intercept
implies Σd=1.6±0.5 M⊙pc−2, two orders of magni-
tude lower than the value Σd=120M⊙pc
−2 expected.
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4.2. Galaxy-scale star formation
In the previous section, the pressurized cloud model
was shown to provide a compelling explanation for
the observed trend between ΣSFR and Σc in local
MW clouds. The cloud relation is, of course, quite
different than the Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) relation
measured on sub-kpc and larger scales in galaxies, in
which the measured index of the power-law relation is
closer to 1-1.4 (Kennicutt & Evans 2012). The emer-
gence of the latter relation might then be explained as
a result of beam dilution and cloud-filling factor con-
siderations (i.e. Leroy et al. 2008; Lada et al. 2013).
On the other hand, the KS relation on large scales
might arise naturally as a consequence of the regula-
tion of cloud properties by the local galactic environ-
ment. This is explored further below, by considering
how ISM pressure regulates the cloud surface density.
4.2.1. the role of regulation through pressure
In the pressurized cloud model, a gradient in the
internal density of a cloud is introduced with the ap-
plication of non-negligible external pressure at the
cloud boundary. The cloud boundary, by definition,
is where the internal and external pressures are equal.
Thus measurements of the total cloud mass and sur-
face density at the cloud edge are directly related
to the pressure in the environment of the cloud, i.e.
Pext = π/2GΣ
2
c .
The external cloud pressure, conversely, originates
with the thermal, turbulent and density structure of
the surrounding medium itself. At the mid-plane
of the disk, hydrostatic pressure Pm in the ISM
of nearby galaxies has been empirically related to
the molecular-to-atomic gas ratio Rmol=ΣH2/ΣHI by
Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006), where ΣH2 and ΣHI are
the H2 and HI gas surface density. The relation is
specifically a power-law
Rmol =
(
Pm
P0
)α
(14)
in which the empirically measured free parame-
ters are logP0/kB = 3.5-4.23 cm
3K and α=0.8-
0.94 in nearby galaxies (Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006;
Leroy et al. 2008), P0 is the external pressure in
the interstellar medium (ISM) where the molecular
fraction is unity and Pm accounts for the weight of
the gas and stellar disks measured according to, i.e.
Elmegreen (1989),
Pm =
π
2
GΣgas
(
Σgas +
σgas
σ∗
Σ∗
)
(15)
with Σgas = ΣH2 + ΣHI , stellar and gas ve-
locity dispersions σgas and σ∗ and stellar mass
surface density Σ∗. This empirical relation is
regularly implemented in semi-analytical models
(Dutton & van den Bosch 2009; Lagos et al. 2012;
Popping et al. 2014) and numerical simulations
(Murante et al. 2010; Murante et al. 2015) of galaxy
formation and evolution to capture the formation of
molecular hydrogen in the ISM.
Now, equating Pm with the external pressure on
clouds, the empirical relation between Pm and Rmol
implies that the cloud surface density and Rmol are
related, i.e.
Σc =
√
2
π
(
Pm
G
)
∝ Σ1/2αH2 ≈ Σ1/2H2 (16)
Likewise, the DGMF as described by the equilbrium
pressurized cloud model can be written
Md
Mc
=
Σc
Σd
=
(
2
π
)1/2
1
Σd
√
Pm
G
(17)
=
(
2
π
)1/2
1
Σd
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)1/2α√
P0
G
. (18)
With eq. (13) this immediately implies that
ΣSFR= ǫ
(
Md
Mc
)
Σ
1/2α−1
H2
Σ
1/2α
HI
(
2
π
)1/2√
P0
G
ΣH2 (19)
= ǫ
2P0
πGΣd
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)1/α
. (20)
This expression is in excellent agreement with the
molecular star formation relation measured in nearby
galaxies by Leroy et al. (2013) (and Bigiel et al. 2008)
(see Figure 5),
ΣSFR = 10
-2.35Σ1.0H2. (21)
Eq. (20) specifically yields the semi-empirical predic-
tion
ΣSFR ≈ 10-(1.7–2.1)Σ(1.1–1.2)H2 (22)
in which the ranges of the indicated exponents are
estimated assuming that both the efficiency ǫ mea-
sured by Evans et al. (2014) and the dense gas thresh-
old for star formation Σd=160 M⊙pc
−2 measured by
Lada et al. (2013) are universal, together with the
range of fitted values of α and P0 cited above, and
adopting a fixed atomic gas surface density set to
the typical threshold value in the range ΣHI=10-20
M⊙pc
−2 (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008), which should be ap-
plicable in the areas of interest (within normal star-
forming disks) but perhaps less so in other environ-
ments. According to the pressurized cloud model, the
relation follows as a consequence of the regulation of
both quantities (ΣSFR and ΣH2) by ISM pressure, as
discussed further in § 4.2.3.
The fact that eq. (22) agrees so closely with the
empirical star formation relation provides strong, al-
though indirect, support for the pressurized cloud
model; observations on large scales in galaxies are
consistent with the model based firmly on physics at
cloud scales. The tight agreement would also tend
to favor the idea that ǫ and Σd are indeed universal
quantities. This is explored further below, by exam-
ining how the dense gas fraction and the star forma-
tion efficiency are predicted to vary with gas surface
density. These predictions, in comparison with obser-
vations, provide a more direct test of the model on
galactic scales.
4.2.2. Predicted trends in dense gas fraction and star
formation efficiency across galaxy disks
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Fig. 5.— ΣSFR as a function of ΣH2 in nearby galaxies.
The gray contours show spatially resolved measurements from
HERACLES (Bigiel et al. 2008). The dashed line shows the
best-fit relation determined by Leroy et al. (2013) given in eq.
(21) here. The solid black line shows the semi-empirical predic-
tion of the pressurized cloud model in eq. (22). The diagonal
dotted lines indicate linear star formation relations, which cor-
respond to star formation that consumes 1%, 10%, and 100%
of the gas reservoir in 100 Myr. These also correspond to lines
of constant gas depletion time, 0.1, 1 and 10 Gyr from top to
bottom.
Consider the simple case in which a region of area
A contains N clouds each of area a = πR2c , whereby
we write the molecular gas surface density as
ΣH2 = Σca
N
A
+Mnc
1
A
= Σga
N
A
(23)
where Mnc is the mass of molecular material outside
clouds and letting Σg be the molecular surface density
on the scale of an individual cloud (accounting for the
cloud itself and any surrounding non-cloud molecular
material). Here N/A measures the “filling factor” of
clouds per unit area.
Similarly, the surface density of dense gas over that
area A can be expressed as
Σdense =
Md
Mc
Σca
N
A
. (24)
assuming that the dense gas arises only within clouds.
Now writing the dense gas fraction over the area A
as
fdense =
Σdense
ΣH2
=
Md
Mc
Σc
Σg
≈ Md
Mc
(25)
equation (19) can be expressed as
ΣSFR= ǫefffdΣH2
= ǫeff
fdense
Σc/Σg
ΣH2 (26)
where the cloud-scale dense gas fraction
fd =
Md
Mc
=
fdense
Σc/Σg
, (27)
the local fraction of molecular gas in cloud form
Σc/Σg is a factor near unity
5 and
ǫeff =
ΣSFR
Σdense
= ǫ
Σc
ΣH2
= ǫ
[
1
ΣHI
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)1/2α−1√
P0
G
]
. (28)
The term in the square brackets in eq. (28) is re-
lated to the filling-factor of molecular gas in cloud
form as regulated by pressure (see also eq. 16), i.e.
fclouds =
Σc
ΣH2
≈ 1
a
(
N
A
)−1
(29)
when Σca>>Mnc (Σc/Σg ≈ 1). Thus, according to
eq. (26) the formation of stars from dense gas first
requires the creation of clouds from the molecular
medium.
Notice that both ǫeff and fdense share several fac-
tors in common, such as P
1/2
0 , and they exhibit
roughly inverse dependencies on ΣH2, leaving a linear
relation between ΣSFR and ΣH2 (i.e. eq. [19]). In the
simplest case, the pressurized cloud model predicts
fdense ≈ 10-(0.6–0.7)
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)(0.5–0.6)
(30)
and
ǫeff ≈ 10-(1.0–1.4)
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)-(0.4–0.5)
(31)
where the ranges of the indicated exponents are again
estimated adopting the empirically measured values
for P0, α, ǫ and Σd in eqs. (25) and (18) and eq.
(28) and assuming Σc/Σg = 1. Thus, in the pressur-
ized cloud model, as the molecular gas surface den-
sity (and ΣH2/ΣHI) increases, the measured dense
gas fdense should increase. But at the same time the
efficiency ǫeff will decrease in such a way that the
star formation efficiency in the molecular gas overall
ΣSFR/ΣH2 remains unchanged (and effectively inde-
pendent of the gas surface density).
These predictions can be directly tested in nearby
galaxies with observations of dense gas tracers like
HCN, which, given the appropriate conversion factor,
provide measurements of Σdense from which to con-
struct ǫeff and fdense (in combination with existing
SFR and molecular gas surface densities). It should
be emphasized that measured variations in ǫeff or
fdense in this context do not necessarily imply that ǫ
or Σd are non-universal. Instead, within the pressur-
ized cloud model, varying ǫeff or fdense would corre-
spond to departures from eqs. (30) and (31). Note
that, for this reason, disagreement with eqs. (30) and
(31) does not represent invalidation of the pressurized
5 In the standard picture of ISM structure, the molecular
phase is entirely in the form of clouds and so the ratio Σc/Σg ≈
1. It should be noted, though, that recent observations suggest
that not all molecular material as traced by CO emission is
in cloud form, as mentioned briefly at the end of § 2.1. This
is consistent with the idea of dynamically evolving clouds with
short lifetimes and the continuous cycling of molecular material
from bound objects to a more diffuse phase, as discussed by
Meidt et al. (2015). Values for Σc/Σg might fall below one in
this case (as inferred in M51; Pety et al. 2013).
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cloud model, which should be considered also in light
of quality of the agreement on cloud-scales, such as
demonstrated in the previous section.
4.2.3. discussion: the impact of local variations in
pressure
According to the pressurized cloud model, a linear
relation between ΣSFR and ΣH2 follows as a conse-
quence of the regulation of both quantities by ISM
pressure. At the same time that pressure determines
the molecular content of the ISM, it also sets the to-
tal surface density of clouds, their internal structure
and the amount of dense star forming material within
them.
Thus we could argue that the approximately lin-
ear relation is not nearly as fundamental as a relation
between pressure and star formation. Indeed, depar-
tures from a universal linear relation such as com-
monly observed between ΣSFR and ΣH2 might be
expected to naturally appear as a result of genuine
variation in the relation between pressure and Rmol.
A relation like
ΣSFR =
ǫ
Σd
(
P
G
)
(32)
(simplifying eq. 20 with eq. 14) could be straightfor-
ward to implement in modern numerical simulations,
where the local ISM pressure on cloud-scales P can
be tracked.
Still, the form of the star formation relation as given
by eqs. (20) and (26) may be preferred over a purely
pressure-based relation from the observational per-
spective, given the sensitivity of Pm to the way in
which it is estimated (e.g. with or without gas self-
gravity; Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006) as well as obser-
vational limitations to how well the true Pm can be
measured. Real changes in pressure not captured by
hydrostatic equilibrium as expressed in eq. (15) might
lead the fitted relation Pm ∝ R1/αmol to deviate from the
actual relation that links these quantities (see also
Feldmann et al. 2012b). This might be constitute a
natural source of the scatter in the observed pressure
relation traced out by nearby galaxies.
Changes in pressure would also contribute to the
scatter in the star formation relation as expressed by
eq. (20) measured globally and locally within galax-
ies. For example, the external pressure on clouds can
be reduced as a result of gas flows (’dynamical pres-
sure’; Meidt et al. 2013). This would tend to decouple
clouds from their environment. In this case, with less
external pressure to help gravity balance internal tur-
bulent pressure, the result is thought to be a stabiliza-
tion of clouds against collapse and thus a suppression
of star formation (Meidt et al. 2013). More external
pressure, in contrast, would encourage star formation
in much the same way that the dissipation of inter-
nal turbulent energy within clouds is thought to be
a prerequisite for the onset of massive star formation
(Hirota et al 2011), i.e. by changing the balance of
pressures opposing gravity.
Such alterations in ISM pressure, as a result of dy-
namical influences or cloud-scale processes like star
formation feedback, would enter eq. (20) as varia-
tions in P0. This quantity encodes the coupling of
clouds to their environment, setting the cloud sur-
face density that is linked with a given ΣH2/ΣHI .
Equating P0 with the cloud surface density Σc,0 when
the molecular-to-atomic ratio is unity (i.e. Σc,0 =√
P0/G), then according to the pressurized cloud
model (equal internal and external pressures at the
cloud boundary)
Σc = Σc,0
(
ΣH2
ΣHI
)1/2α
(33)
The fitted range in P0 in nearby galaxies corresponds
to Σc,0 ≈ 40 M⊙ pc−2 but when clouds are decoupled
by local processes Σc,0 would be decrease. This would
in turn reduce Σc, the amount of dense gas in clouds,
and the rate of star formation at fixed ΣH2/ΣHI . The
link between the surface densities of clouds and their
local surroundings is at the heart of the star formation
relation predicted by the model and should be con-
firmed, i.e. combining information from cloud-scales
and beyond such as now possible in nearby galaxies.
However, this is currently beyond the scope of this
paper.
5. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the implications of the sen-
sitivity of clouds to external pressure in the disks
of normal star-forming galaxies. Such sensitiv-
ity is implied by the environment-dependence of
cloud properties (Hughes et al. 2013b; Colombo et al.
2014a), the frequently observed lack of virialization
in clouds (Keto & Meyers 1986; Heyer et al. 2009;
Colombo et al. 2014a) and the near-balance between
external and internal cloud pressure recently found
in the cloud populations of M51 and other nearby
galaxies (Hughes et al. 2013b). These findings imply
the clouds are not decoupled from their surroundings,
as commonly assumed.
From within this framework, a new ‘pressurized’
cloud model is developed, in which the application
of pressure at the exterior of an effectively isothermal
cloud establishes a pressure gradient within the cloud.
As described by standard equilibrium density profiles,
this leads to a strong density contrast from the core
to the outside of the cloud. The mass of dense gas
in the core (i.e the mass above a density threshold) is
directly related to the cloud surface density, which is
itself inherited from the surrounding environment.
The internal structure of clouds in the MW, probed
by mass measurements at two different densities as
compiled by Battisti & Heyer (2014), show strong
agreement with the relation between the dense gas
mass fraction and cloud surface density predicted by
the pressurized cloud model. This presents com-
pelling evidence for the idea that external pressure
is important for clouds.
Further evidence supporting the role of pressure is
suggested by the close match between predicted and
observed star formation rates both on cloud-scales
and 1-kpc scales in galaxies. In the pressurized cloud
model, star formation is naturally regulated by pres-
sure in the cloud environment: in a picture in which
the star formation rate is set solely by the mass in
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dense gas within the cloud (as suggested by observa-
tions in the MW; Lada et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2014)
then the cloud’s surroundings – which establishes its
internal structure and, specifically, the mass in dense
gas out of which stars form – determines the rate at
which the cloud forms stars. This entails a quadratic
dependence of star formation rate surface density on
cloud surface density, which is consistent with the
trend exhibited by clouds in the Solar neighborhood
as observed by Heiderman et al. (2010).
Pressure plays a further key role in linking cloud
scales with the local environment. In the pressur-
ized cloud model, the cloud surface density is set by
the ambient ISM pressure, which is itself linked to
the molecular content of the ISM, according to the
empirical relation observed on 1-kpc scales in galax-
ies (Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006). The resulting relation
between cloud surface density and the gas surface
density on larger scales leads to a linear molecular
gas star formation relation, just as parameterized by
the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation observed in galaxies.
The pressurized cloud model provides a natural way
to connect the two seemingly inconsistent star for-
mation relations. The match to both the quadratic
cloud-scale relation and the linear 1-kpc scale rela-
tion would seem coincidental unless external pressure
is important for clouds.
Existing and future molecular cloud surveys pro-
vide ideal test-beds for the ‘pressurized’ cloud model,
as they provide an expanded dynamic range in gas
densities and pressures and probe a greater diversity
of cloud environments than considered here. Spa-
tially resolved observations of dense gas tracers on
1-kpc scales and better in nearby galaxies should pro-
vide further tests of the model, which predicts specific
trends in the dense gas mass fraction and star forma-
tion efficiency. At present, the model already provides
a compelling way to reconcile the star formation in lo-
cal clouds – which appeared to be unrelated to global
cloud properties – with the environmental sensitiv-
ity of clouds established with observations in external
galaxies. The result is a consistent basis for describing
the environmental regulation of star formation.
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APPENDIX
SOURCES OF SCATTER IN THE DGMF
Observational uncertainty
Observational uncertainties estimated for the BH14 cloud sample account for assumptions of constant excita-
tion temperature, constant abundance and optical thinness in the 13CO line used to estimate Mc and Σc and
the constant temperature and emissivity assumed for the dust at 1.1 mm tracing the dense gas (see BH14 and
references therein).
Here we consider whether there may also be systematic variation in, i.e., dust temperature and dust-to-
gas ratio within the cloud sample that leads to the pattern of scatter in Figure 3. While the dispersion in
the temperatures of BGPS sources (4 K centered on a mean of 14 K) contributes at most 0.16 dex variation
in Σd from its assumed value, we estimate that a factor of 2 (0.3 dex) overestimation in Σd would require
underestimation in the assumed 10 K dust temperature by only 7 K. This is not much, considering that cloud
interiors could have embedded massive protostars or young clusters that can heat the dust to 40-100 K (BH14).
Thus, the scatter toward high values of Md/Mc at low Σc may arise partially with higher than assumed dust
temperatures.
We note that the full 1.5 dex spread from low to high Md/Mc at logΣc∼2 M⊙pc−2 can be explained by
interior dust temperatures raising to 40 K. However, we do not expect the BGPS sources to consist of such a
large number of hot cores as would be required to populate the upper envelope of Figure 3 (see Eden et al. 2013).
This would also tend to exclude a preference for hot cores in higher surface density clouds, as might be inferred
from the emptiness of the bottom right corner of that Figure. At the same time, it seems equally unlikely that
the low values of Md/Mc at low Σc arise from significant underestimation in Σd due to overestimation in the
dust temperature; the implied cold (<3 K) core temperatures are not observed. Qualitatively, however, it seems
plausible that a higher degree of scatter would appear at low cloud surface density, if the less well-shielded
interiors of these clouds are susceptible to larger temperature fluctuations.
The upper envelope in Figure 3 could alternatively appear as a result of overestimation in the assumed dust-to-
gas ratio (so that the inferred gas masses are higher than in reality). But if anything, we expect the dust-to-gas
ratio to increase, primarily at high density, due to grain growth (e.g. Hirashita 2012). In this case, clouds might
fall to lowMd/Mc if the assumed dust-to-gas ratio and thus Σd underestimate their true values. But then Figure
2 would imply that only the lowest surface density clouds are favorable to grain growth, which seems unlikely.
Cloud size
Another potential systematic source of scatter is due to the median-filtering applied to the BGPS FIR imaging,
which can affect the inferred dust distribution and dense gas masses within clouds depending on their angular
size. Figure A1 shows the angular sizes of the 141 BH14 clouds considered in section 3. The largest clouds in
Figure 3 tend to have the lowestMd/Mc, as ifMd is systematically underestimated through the filtering process
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Fig. A1.— Plot of the angular sizes of BGPS sources vs. kinematic distance as tabulated by BH14. The final subsample of 141
clouds used in the present analysis are shown in black (symbol shape and size are as in Figure 3), while objects with multiple BGPS
sources along the line of sight, not included in our analysis, as shown as small gray points. The latter are on average larger than
the studied clouds and are more at risk of underestimated dense gas masses (estimated from median-filtered 1.1mm dust emission;
see text).
(which removes more FIR flux in objects with larger angular size; BH14; Aguirre et al. 2011), and we confirm
that clouds fall further down and to the left with increasing physical size. (The trend is also evident in terms
of angular size.) But the maximum amount of underestimation should be no more than a factor of 3 for this
sub-sample clouds, according to the flux recovery modeled by Aguirre et al. (2011). If we take the measured
size of the CO-emitting region as an upper bound on the angular size of the dust-traced high density region at
the kinematic distance of the cloud, the measured Md for the majority of clouds should be well within a factor
of 2 of the true value, accounting for no more than ∼ 0.25 dex scatter in Figure 3.
Thus it appears that the link between location in Figure 3 and cloud radius noted above, which also appears
as a link with angular size, is not due to observational bias and is physical in origin. Cloud angular size shows
almost not correspondence with kinematic distance in this the sub-sample (Figure A1). Large angular size is thus
due to physical size, not merely proximity.6 Moreover, both quantities are arguably fundamentally a measure
of cloud mass and are linked to the dense gas mass fraction as an outcome of external pressure, as described by
the pressurized cloud model. Only if the cloud mass increases proportionally with radius, as parameterized in
eq. (6), would such a trend emerge; clouds shift down in Figure 3 as radius increases at the same time as they
shift left, due to the radial dependence of Σc.
Deviation from the assumed model
As considered in § 3.2, variation in the dominant shape of the density profile within the Σd threshold, from
cored (BE) to strictly power-law (SIS), can lead to scatter about the predicted linear relation between Md/Mc
and Σc. But there are also additional factors (magnetic fields; non-uniform, scale-dependent turbulence) that
can alter cloud equilibrium, potentially invalidating both the BE and the SIS profiles. We have also so far
ignored other processes (ambipolar diffusion, which moderates the influence of magnetic fields over gravity,
turbulent energy dissipation) that lead to fragmentation and collapse within clouds (e.g. Padoan & Nordlund
2002; Hennebelle & Teyssier 2008; Price & Bate 2008; Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 2011).
Based on the overall agreement between our prediction and the clouds in Figure 3, though, we would argue
that these additional processes are higher-order effects on top of the simple model of external pressure, which
serves as the principal basis for the build-up of dense gas across the range in spatial scales considered here. In
this context the hydrostatic isothermal cloud model can provide a good (if coarse) description since variations
in internal velocity dispersion can be largely ignored. Such variations follow from the turbulent cascade as
captured by the size-line width relation across cloud-to-core scales. However, between the edge of the cloud and
the relatively shallow depths probed by the present threshold Σd, little variation in the velocity dispersion is
expected. For the BH14 sample, we estimate that the high density gas is typically situated within 0.1-1 Rc (and
on average 0.5Rc), using the tabulated mass and assuming a constant density Σd=200 M⊙ pc
−2 throughout the
high density region. (This provides an upper bound on the effective radius Rd of the high density region in each
cloud; the actual area within the Σd threshold is not tabulated by BH14.) According to the Myers & Gammie
(1999) model of turbulent velocity dispersion within clouds, the cloud velocity dispersion radii 0.1-1 pc is very
little reduced from its value at the largest scale (the cloud edge). Observed line profiles in the dense gas at
the cloud centers probed by HCO+ confirm this impression, as shown in Figure A2. For the 114 clouds in our
sample with dense gas line widths measured in the HCO+ (3 - 2) line by Shirley et al. (2013), the line width
6 It should be noted that Md/Mc appears to vary more strongly with angular size than radius, but this may simply reflect the
addition of uncertainty to the measured radius, given the difficulty in determining robust distances to clouds.
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Fig. A2.— Velocity dispersion in the dense gas σdense situated within ∼ 1 pc in clouds linked to BGPS sources (measured from
the HCO+ (3 - 2) line by Shirley et al. (2013) compared to the velocity dispersion σc measured from the 13CO line by BH14 over
tens of pcs. The solid black line shows the one-to-one relation. The black dotted line indicates the trend between σdense and σc
expected from the size-linewidth relation σ ∝ R1/2 across 1-10pc scales. A representative error bar in the bottom right corner shows
tabulated 1-sigma uncertainties in σdense and σc that are on average 0.3 km s
−1 and 0.2 km s−1, respectively. Symbol shapes and
sizes are as in Figure 3.
is comparable to the value measured throughout the entire cloud by BH14 from the 13CO line. (Note, though,
that unresolved bulk flows tracking infall or outflows may also contribute to the observed linewidth, in addition
to turbulence; Shirley et al. 2013).
Although the velocity dispersion may very well decrease to its thermal value at the smallest scales within the
cloud (thus presumably impacting the organization of the gas at the very highest densities), a constant velocity
dispersion is a valid approximation for the cloud as a whole, since the bulk of the cloud mass is situated between
Rd and the cloud edge. The SIS and BE profiles should thus provide a coarse description for the development of
the internal structure of clouds, though with strong deviations when more of the dense gas (i.e. a large fraction
of the cloud mass) is contained at lower σ.
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